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Abstract: 

Reality television has faced significant criticism since its rise in popularity. Much of the criticism has 

centered on the use of the word "reality", and such shows' attempt to present themselves as a 

straightforward recounting of events that have occurred. Critics have argued 

that reality television shows do not accurately reflect reality, in ways both 

implicit and deceptive or even fraudulent, such as misleading editing, 

participants being coached in what to say or how to behave, storylines 

generated ahead of time, and scenes being staged or re-staged for the cameras. 

Other criticisms of reality television shows include that they are intended to humiliate or exploit 

participants; that they make stars out of either untalented people unworthy of fame, infamous 

personalities, or both; and that they glamorize vulgarity and materialism. The aim of this research paper 

is to show aspects and dimension of reality TV.  
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Reality television has spread like wild fire, leaving little doubt that your children are likely to come across 

multiple examples of this type of programming even those with casual viewing habits. It may leave 

wondering what the potential impact of this is examining what is already known about reality shows and 

their influence on children can help make informed decisions about how to handle the issue at home. The 

aim of this research paper is to show many aspects and dimension of reality tv. 

Reality TV 

“The format has its lineage in the Candid Microphone radio programmes (of the late 1940s) in which 

pranks were pulled on unsuspecting people. In 1953 Candid Camera shows debuted in the United States; 

in the mid-1960s the BBC reality TV series ‘Seven Up!’ was the rage.”Reality television consists of 

programs which purpose to showcase people appearing as themselves in a variety of different contexts. 

Many reality programs revolve around competitions; others feature celebrities in their everyday lives. 

There are shows that center on small groups of otherwise unknown people, probing their interactions with 

one another. There are some shows that focus on teen pregnancy and the lives of teen moms. Whatever 

form they take, reality shows seek to create entertainment from the uncertainty of unscripted moments 

and events. They also look to present shocking, awkward or otherwise inflammatory situations — a 

consistent characteristic of most reality programming. Many of these shows are edited to create a specific 

theme or outcome, making them less reality. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_reality_television

